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Fill in the missing parts to create gerund phrases.  The first one is done for you. 

present participle complements & modifiers (optional) 

winning a game of ping pong  

  flowers in a vase 

predicting    

 with a large shaggy dog  

explaining   

   

Use gerund phrases to fill in these sentences.  You can use the ones you created above or write new ones. 
 

1)   _________________________________________ requires a great amount of practice. 

2)   ___________________________________________  is all that I think about.  

3)  __________________________________________ would be easier if you tried harder. 

4)  What job is each gerund phrase in #s 1-3 performing? 

A) subject of the sentence        B)  complement of the verb          C)  object of the preposition 
 

5)   No one appreciates my _______________________________________ . 

6)   Jerry enjoys  _____________________________________________. 

7)   The magician’s greatest accomplishment will be _______________________________. 

8)   What job is each gerund phrase in #s 5-7 performing? 

A) subject of the sentence        B)  complement of the verb          C)  object of the preposition 
 

9)   Her pet billy goat has a passion for _______________________________________ . 

10)  The brawny football player is nervous about  _________________________________. 

11)  The whole group is looking forward to  _____________________________________. 

12)  What job is each gerund phrase in #s 9-11 performing? 

A) subject of the sentence        B)  complement of the verb          C)  object of the preposition 

Write S (subject), C (complement), or O (object of the preposition) above the underlined gerunds.  
 

13)   Valerie prefers baking to cooking. 

14)   My dog’s barking is often annoying to my neighbors. 

15)   The lawyers did not object to settling. 
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Indicate whether the underlined word group is a gerund (working as a noun), a participial (working as an 
adjective), or the main verb in the sentence.  
 

16)  I am accustomed to driving on the left side of the road. 

  A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb  

17)  I am driving on the left side of the road. 

 A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb  

18)  Sitting obediently, the Labrador retriever waited for its master. 

 A. gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb  

19)  The family’s active dog had no time for sitting obediently. 

 A. gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb 

20)  Filling those glasses to the brim will cause a spill. 

 A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb 

21)  Those glasses having been filled to the rim are about to spill. 

 A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb 

22)  The waiter is filling those glasses to the brim. 

 A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb 

23)  Paying by credit card, the passenger made the cab driver’s job easier. 

 A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb 

24)  The cab driver appreciates his passenger’s paying with a credit card. 

 A.  gerund (noun)              B.  participial (adjective)            C.  main verb 

Fill in the blanks with gerunds or gerund phrases to complete the prepositional phrase and to complete the 
verb. 

25) 

for 

hitting a golf ball 

enjoys 

skating 
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Answers 
 
Missing Parts Table) Answers will vary.  Here are some possible completions. 

winning a game of ping pong 
arranging flowers in a vase 
predicting future events with accuracy 
living with a large shaggy dog 
explaining why I am late 
riding the train to the Grand Canyon 
 

1) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: Living with a large shaggy dog requires a great amount of patience. 
2) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: Predicting future events with accuracy is all that I think about. 
3) Answers will vary.  Possible completion:  Winning a game of ping pong would be easier if you tried harder. 
4) A 
5) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: No one appreciates my explaining why I am late. 
6) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: Jerry enjoys living with a large shaggy dog. 
7) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: The magician’s greatest accomplishment will be predicting future 
events with accuracy. 
8) B 

9) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: Her pet billy goat has a passion for eating the flowers in the vase. 
10) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: The brawny football playing is nervous about arranging flowers in a 
vase. 
11) Answers will vary.  Possible completion: The whole group is looking forward to riding the train to the Grand 
Canyon. 
12) C 

 
13) baking = C      cooking = O. 
14) barking = S 
15) settling = O 
 
16) A, gerund, object of the preposition TO 
17) C, main verb 
18) B, participial, describing Labrador retriever 
19) A, gerund, object of the preposition FOR 
20) A, gerund, subject of the sentence 
21) B, participial, describing glasses 
22) C, main verb 
23) B, participial, describing passenger 
24) A, gerund, complement of the main verb APPRECIATES 
 
25) Answers will vary.  Here are some possible completions. 

for hitting a golf ball 
for dancing 
for making a jump shot 
for baking delicious chocolate chip cookies 
enjoys skating 
enjoys doing crossword puzzles in bed 
enjoys giving her dog a bath in the tub 
enjoys studying in the public library with her friends 

 


